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1. Enhahced Energy Performance

A. DOE Zero Energy Ready (ZER) Home Very similar to current code, but with more rigorous 3rd party inspection. Studies show incremental cost of 

Performance Path Certified wrth building to ZER ranges from onlv 0.9- 2.5%, with Fort Collins likely be on lower end with existing stricter building 

balanced mechanical whole dwelling code. ZE and ZER levels of efficiency could be achieved without aggressive or cutting-edge envelope and HVAC 

ventilation solutions.
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Local example - REVIVE: Total Marginaf Cost for Zero Ready (4.8 %)- Increase monthly mortgage payment=$84, 

Monthly savings=$138. Projected monthly utility energy bill=$20.
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1. Peterson, Gartman, Cordivae, The Economics of Zero Energy Homes, Rocky Mountain Jnst1tute, 2019 https;//rml.org/wp-

content/uploads/2018/10/RMI _Economlcs_of_Zero_Energy_Homes_2018,pdf
2. McFaddin, Economics of Energy Performance - REVIVE Properties, 2019
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B. OR HERS index of47 or less without Building records confirm new homes in Fort Collins built to code are deliveri11g scores of 58-62. Proficient builders 

solar and single family detached and are capable of achieving a HERS in the mid 40's resulting in an average annual energy cost savings of $350-400 

attached dwellings must achieve 2.0 or over a code built home.
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For Multifamily development, the HERS score shall be in accordance with RESNET 
less ACH50 and provide balanced Guidelines for Multifamily Energy Ratings 
mechanical whole dwelling ventilation

3. https://www.hersindex.com/

C. OR Energy Rating Index (ERi) path Energy Rating Index (ERi) of 40 or lower. ERi as a metric has a backstop to prevent builders from a reduced 

single family detached and attached envelope performance. Must also achieve 2.0 or less ACHS0 and 

dwellings must ac'1ieve 2.0 or less

ACHS0 with balanced mechanical

whole dwelling ventilation

D. OR Net Zero Energy Home Optional compliance paths that would replace all of the above requirements. 

Performance Path• HERS of 0 or less

with balanced mechanical whole

dwelling ventilation
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